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Wimborne

This trial was undertaken to ascertain the effectiveness of chlor-
phentamine in the reduction ofweight.

Selection of patients. It was decided initially to select the first
forty patients attending the surgery in whom the doctor concerned
decided that weight reduction was indicated on medical grounds
mainly for three conditions-frank obesity, hypertension, and osteo-
arthritis. Twenty-six patients completed the trial-the remainder
failed to take the tablets for the necessary six weeks. The trial was
double blind, that is to say, neither the patient nor the doctor knew
which tablets were being provided. Each was put up in a similar
bottle and looked the same. The statisticians had prepared a chart
and has so arranged that each patient during the first month would
have one of eachkind. Patientswere taken in strict rotation and each
was weighed at the start of treatment and at two weekly intervals
thereafter; the importance of dieting was emphasized and that the
tablets were normally given to act as a prop during the period of
weight reduction. In addition they were told that they were taking
part in a trial and that neither they or the doctor knew if the tablets
were going to help or not. The detailed results are shown below
with the comments made by the statistician (see tables I and II).

Results. These showed that chlorphentamine was an active
preparation in weight reduction-slightly more effective in those
patients who had had no treatment in the past. At the end of six
weeks, there did not seem to be very much difference between the
weight reduction of any of the patients so treated whether they were
having one or two months on lucofen.

As each patient received both lucofen and a placebo each acted
as his or her own control. Tests of significance could then be applied
to the results; these showed the result is significant at more than
1 in 1,000. Lucofen produced a fall in weight nearly three times that
of the placebo. Side effects were minimal. Two patients complained
of being kept awake at night, both on lucofen and the placebo!
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Otherwise nothing of note was recorded.
Conclusions. In stimulating weight reduction, lucofen is superior

in the present trial to placebo and this superiority is highly
significant. Another interesting but perhaps expected finding is
that initially when placed on a therapeutic regime manifestly directed
at weight reduction, patients lose weight irrespective of the actual
nature of the regime. Presumably this finding indicates that follow-
ing a visit to the physician to seek advice concerning weight control,
patients automatically reduce their food intake. From the results
it can also be seen that after six weeks on the regime, there is no
significant difference between the effect of lucofen and placebo.
This raises several points worthy of consideration.

Firstly it may mean habituation to the therapeutic regime. This
could be due to a number of factors acting singly or in combination.
The patients may become tolerant of the- effect of the drug-which
is likely. They may find themselves too reliant on tablets and
ingest-more food. It may also be that the significant effect of the
passing of time or the trial gathers momentum, that any difference
between treatments is swamped by the effect of time after six weeks.

Secondly it may be due to failure to take the drug; either out of
boredom or because of tonic effect.

In any further trial, it might be worthwhile exploring these pos-
sibilities in more detail.

A Comparative Trial of Four Tonics in General Practice. P. G.
HARRIS, M.D., The Practitioner (May 1962), 188, 674.

Dr Harris attempted to evaluate the response to a tonic of 98
patients, and found there was a strong placebo effect. No particular
tonic proved to be superior to the others tested. He concluded that
the whole subject should be more fully investigated.
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